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Because you are here,
we are taking a guess that
some things are not quite
right in your life!
●
●
●
●
●
●

Are you tired of your job?
You don’t see yourself getting ahead with your
current income?
Are the dreams still not fulﬁlled?
The commute to work and rat race have forced you to
start looking for alternate ways to make money?
Do you need the freedom to spend more time with
your family?
Is there a missing piece in your life?

Believing is

Achieving

Do you want the secret to success?
There’s none!
As you view this presentation, you will see
there is a solution.
It is not for everyone.
However, if you have the drive and the
determination to achieve what you want, we are
convinced enough to say, you will not ﬁnd a better
opportunity available to you right now than the
Upnomix opportunity.
During the next 10 minutes, you will discover a
powerful, yet stimulating business system that
leverages the age-old art of Direct Selling combined
with the ever-growing and burgeoning multi-billion
dollar casino industry.

Cashﬂow Quadrant

60%
Employee
Exchanges time and effort for an income.
If they don’t work they don’t get paid.

ROBERT KIYOSAKI

1%
Investor
They have money working for them and
have unlimited income potential.

5%

95%

35%
Self Employed
They work for themselves, they make money
but no time to enjoy it.

4%
Business Owner
These people have systems working for
them and build assets.

Introduction
We are a worldwide casino management, wealth investment & direct
selling organisation with stakeholding in select international casino
operations across the globe.

Company Information
Upnomix Worldwide S.A.
Corporate Tower, San José, Escazu,
40602, Costa Rica

Operations Hub
62 Dreyer St, Claremont, Cape Town,
7708, South Africa

E. hi@upnomix.com

E. support@upnomix.com
Regional Representative Ofﬁces opening soon.

Our Vision
To be a leading gaming and
entertainment company in our chosen
markets by delivering exceptional value
and innovative experiences.

Our Values
Parity
Integrity
Co-creation
Service Excellence

Gaming is a way of life
Gaming or gambling has taken place, in some form or other, for hundreds if not
thousands of years, and is inextricably linked to the history of humanity.
From ancient China where indications of rudimentary games of chance were
discovered on tiles to Egypt where the oldest known dice were excavated, to
scenes on Greek and Roman pottery which indicate that betting on animal
ﬁghts was common and animals would be bred for that sole purpose; humans
love to gamble and do so at every opportunity.

The ﬁrst casinos or gambling houses appeared
in Italy in the 17th century; The Ridotto was
established in Venice in 1638 to provide a
controlled gambling environment, and casinos
started to appear throughout continental
Europe in the 19th century.
Games like Roulette and Vingt-et-un arrived
in the US with early settlers from France, and
steamboats on the Mississippi became the
venue of gambling for wealthy farmers and
traders; a version of poker, having originated in
17th century Persia, was being played in New
Orleans in 1829.

Evolution of Gaming

Digital Gaming:
Entering a Revolutionary Era
Technological advances have attracted a
new generation of players. The burgeoning
online gambling or gaming space may make
it through COVID-19 with less adverse
ﬁnancial effects than other verticals.
Digital gaming is coming to the surface as an
intriguing option for a number of people, and
even more experienced betters are signing
onto digital casinos.

The Future:

Gaming on the Blockchain
Blockchain technology and the emergence of
cryptocurrencies is disrupting the gambling industry
in ways we couldn’t have imagined even a couple of
years ago. Using cryptocurrencies for gambling is
becoming widely popular for casinos and can be used
either as the main payment system or as an alternative
to ﬁat-based payment systems. Blockchain-based
gaming ecosystems enable casino operators to design
and implement gambling applications with a
zero-house edge, close-to-zero transaction fees, and
provably fair random numbers.
The casinos can leverage the blockchain tech to allow
users to fund the casinos and proﬁt from a share of the
house edge, especially with platforms like Ethereum,
with a system where token holders receive automatic
dividends from the proﬁts generated by the platform.

Casino Industry Worldwide

Owing to the
legalisation of
gambling-related
activities and the
growth of the
experience
economy in many
parts of the world,
licensed casinos
have expanded to
new markets and
generated
record-breaking
revenue ﬁgures.

In mid-2020, the
market size of the
global casinos and
online gambling
industry reached a
total of

227 billion
U.S. dollars.

In 2020, there
were over one
million workers
employed at 4.8
thousand
establishments
worldwide.

Gambling in Macau,
which was legalised in
the 1850s, makes up a
large portion of the
region’s economy,
generating almost

36.7 Billion
U.S. dollars in 2019,
while the world-famous
gaming centre in the
world, Las Vegas,
generally reaches
around

6 Billion

U.S. dollars annually.

There were over 187
thousand open
gambling properties
worldwide in 2020.
176 thousand of
these were gaming
machine outlets,
making them the
most common type
of gambling
establishment
globally.

Casino Industry Worldwide

Over 153 thousand
of the gambling
properties are in

Europe, making
it the region with
the most
gambling
establishments
globally.

Meanwhile,
there are just
under ﬁve
thousand
casinos across
the globe.

5000

The top casino by
number of hotel
rooms worldwide is
the Casino de
Genting in the
Genting Highlands,
Malaysia.

WinStar World Casino,
located in Oklahoma
in the United States, is
the largest casino in
the world, accounting
for more than 600
thousand square feet.

Texas Holdem
Poker
generates the
most revenue
among the
games of
fortune.

Our Worldwide Operations
Upnomix operates through its Global Investment Arm (GIA),
which is funded by shareholders and associates to leverage the
fast-growing casino industry. The GIA has investments in
strategic mid-sized casino operations in destinations home to
the best gaming and entertainment options.

Upcoming

Current

New Jersey
Aruba
Melbourne
Monaco

Costa Rica

Germany

Barbados

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Mission 2023: Upnomix Central
Our ﬂagship project termed Upnomix Central has been under wraps and
development for some time now and is slated for a launch in the latter
half of 2023. The platform is a shared bankroll that leverages the power of
blockchain tech, coupled with machine learning & artiﬁcial intelligence
that will enable licensed game operators to build and operate games on
the transparent platform at zero ﬁnancial risks.

Blockchain

Machine Learning

Artiﬁcial Intelligence

eCommerce

The Three
Megatrends
The Direct Selling
Phenomenon

Casinos &
Digital Gaming

It is often said that to be successful; you don’t need to reinvent the wheel. Just identify and
position yourself with the fastest growing trends to ride the wave of success.

Direct Selling Has Come Of Age

generated estimated retail sales
of

180.5 billion U.S. dollars.

The Direct Selling industry has shown
sustained growth over time, with a
three-year compound annual growth
rate of 1.5% for the 2016-2019 period.
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74% Women / 26% Men
The number of both women and men joining direct sales has
increased year-over-year. The industry empowers countless
female entrepreneurs around the world. Now men are
recognising the opportunity and joining the ranks.

The United States, China and Korea stand as the Top
Direct Selling Markets worldwide.
United States

35.21

China

23.95

Korea

Direct Selling is an
entryway into the
Collaborative
Economy for
Millennials and Baby
Boomers alike. In
2021, Millennials are
25-40 years old, and
Baby Boomers are
57-77 years old.
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119.9 million

The salesforce
has expanded
at a three-year
compound
annual growth
rate of 1.8%
from
2016-2019.

Country

In 2019 the global sales force of

What the Stalwarts Say about Direct Selling

“

The best investment
I’ve ever made.”
Warren Buffett
CEO of Berkshire
Hathaway & Philanthropist

“

If I would be given a
chance to start all
over again, I would
choose Network
Marketing.”

Bill Gates
American Business Magnate &
Philanthropist

“

If I lost everything
and had to start all
over again, I would
ﬁnd a good network
marketing company
and get to work.”

Donald Trump
Former President of the
United States

What the Stalwarts Say about Direct Selling

“

“The network
marketing industry
offers many unique
beneﬁts to those who
want more out of life.”

Robert Kiyosaki
Best-selling author of
“Rich Dad Poor Dad”

“

What’s beautiful about
network marketing is
you get all the beneﬁts
of being a business
owner, without all the
headaches, and without
the same level of risk.”

Anthony Robbins
Motivational Speaker & Personal
Life-Finance Instructor

“

I think all the future jobs
in the next 20 or 30
years will be created by
network marketing
entrepreneurs and other
entrepreneurs around
the world.”

Richard Branson
Founder of the Virgin Group

Today’s Reality
●

A countless number of people lie awake at
night, worrying about money-related issues.

●

Total credit card debt grew to an all-time high,
while unemployment is at a 50-year low.

●

Most people are living paycheck to paycheck.

●

Many people work four to six months a year
just to pay taxes.

●

Do you have enough quality time for yourself,
family, and friends?

●

Can you afford the lifestyle you want?

●

What is your ﬁnancial reality?

How do you participate in Upnomix?
We have created a revolutionary business system
that you can harness to ride on the fastest growing
trends today.

Entry Cost

USD 300
The entry cost earns you a position in our
system that will help you generate endless
income which you will discover as you slide
through this presentation.

Early Believer Advantage:
First 25,000 members will be
airdropped complimentary
tokens, as a gift of loyalty that
can be utilised for bets and
cashing winnings at Upnomix
Central.

Distribution & Leadership across the Globe.
A business and a system that knows no borders.

Compensation Plan
4 Ways to Make Money

We offer one of the strongest incentive
plans in the industry with multiple ways
to earn income.

The Goodness of Prosperity

1.

Revolving Matrix

2.

Leveraged Proﬁt Sharing

3.

Dual Team Bonus

4.

Ranks & Incentives

1.
Revolving
Matrix

We have introduced the infamous and revolutionary board plan
(revolving matrix) that is not just proven but is also time tested to yield
high proﬁtability for partners & associates.
All team members make their way to the top of the compensation plan
through Revolving Matrix system, which makes you earn USD 10,000
over and over again. The system maximises your success by helping you
capitalise on the efforts of all team members present in the boards.

The system consists of the following two boards:

PLAYERS BOARD

WINNERS BOARD

PLAYERS BOARD

Players board has four levels with level 1 as the bottom-most level consisting of 8 slots. There are 4, 2 and 1 slots on levels 2, 3
and 4 respectively. The entryway into the system starts with occupying a position at level 1 of the Players Board. When 8 slots of
level 1 are ﬁlled with a combined team effort of all participating members, the board breaks into two new boards and the
Associate at level 4 exits out to the next board, i.e., the Winners Board.
This is the only system in the world where all teams work together as a single entity to rise through different levels helping each
other. When you exit Players Board, you earn a USD

600 payout credited instantly to the wallet in your member back-ofﬁce.

Criterion: You must have sponsored at least two downline
members (either directly or via spill) to exit to the Winners Board.

Players Board Payout: USD 600

$600

PLAYERS BOARD

When the board ﬁlls up, Level 4 position moves to the Winners Board and earns a startup bonus of USD

Level 4
Level 3

Level 2

Level 2

Level 1

Level 3

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Level 2

Level 2

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Enter Here
The board splits when all Level 1 positions on the Players Board ﬁll up.

Level 1

600.

WINNERS BOARD

When you cycle out of the Players Board, you get a position at level 1 of the Winners Board following your upline member
in the senior line of sponsorship. Just like Players board, Winners board has the same four levels, with the only difference
that a position in the Winners board is achieved only after exiting the Players board. New members cannot join the
Winners Board directly.
When the board ﬁlls up, it breaks into two new boards and the Associate at level 4 cycles out, earning a mega bonus of
USD 10,000 credited instantly to your online wallet. And that’s not all; you get a re-entry into the Winners Board for you to
earn 10,000 U.S. dollars over and over again enabling you to cycle out monthly, weekly and even daily. There is
unlimited earning potential, and the criterion is simple.

Criterion: Two of your downline members (direct or indirect) must have
followed you in the Winners Board to qualify you for the payout.

Winners Board Payout: USD 10,000

$10,000

WINNERS BOARD

USD 10,000 is credited to your online wallet instantly each time you cycle out; plus a re-entry into the Winners Board.

Level 4
The successful cycler
re-enters Winners
Board at Level 1 position
with

Level 3

Level 3

USD 10,000.

Level 2

Level 2

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Level 2

Level 2

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Qualiﬁed participants from Players Board advance to a Level 1 position in the Winners Board.

How do Boards work?

WINNERS BOARD

You are introduced by Harry and join the Players Board.

Level 4

You then introduce Jill and four others. Two more associates are
introduced by other members present in the Board.

Level 3

Jill and others that you introduced join your Players board and
are placed in your direct referral genealogy.

Level 2

When 8 members ﬁll up the Level 1 of Players Board, the Board
splits up to form two new boards and the associate at Level 4
(Tom), moves to Winners Board receiving 600 U.S. dollars.
PLAYERS BOARD

You

Direct Referrals
Level 4
Tom

Level 3

Level 2
Harry

Jill

Mike

Paige

David

Tony

Level 1
You

Jill

Mike

Paige

David

Tony

Kay

Pam

Sample Movement Through Boards
●
●

You were introduced by Harry.
You introduce Tim and Abbey.

Tim

Harry

You

Abbey

PLAYERS BOARD

New members are introduced by existing associates on Players Board.

Joe

Harry
Mary

Harry

Mary

Sue
You

Tony
Jill

Sue

Tony

Melissa

YOU

Tim
Abbey

Helen

Helen
Adam

Tim

Jill

Abbey

Peter

Linda

Adam

New members enter the Players Board from the left until the level ﬁlls up.

Greg

Linda

Greg
Dan

Dan

Follow The Leader

Spill by Will

Follow-the-Leader system ensures that
your boards move as fast as you want by
sponsoring the maximum number of
people. Your direct downlines stay
connected to you and keep following
you in the Winners Board, which means
faster cycles of 10,000 U.S. dollars over
and over again.

Spillovers help you succeed even when
you have not sponsored two direct
referrals by allocating qualiﬁed members’
extra direct referral board qualiﬁcation to
unqualiﬁed members. For example, a
qualiﬁed upline in Players Board or
Winners Board can choose to provide new
member to anyone as a direct spill. You
have the ﬂexibility of auto-placement,
selecting by board number or allocating a
direct spill as desired.

Board Breaking

Jump Over System

The board breaking pattern follows a
top to bottom & left to the right
mechanism, in priority of 2, 1, 0
qualiﬁcation
criteria
of
the
participating members to place them
into two new boards. Both new boards
are ﬁlled in a balanced manner so as
downline members follow their direct
or the nearest upline member always.

Jump overs allow associates who
have qualiﬁed (by sponsoring two
direct referrals) to jump to the board’s
top if there are unqualiﬁed positions
present before them. Jump over
allows active members to be
accorded preference over inactive
ones. Qualiﬁcation matters, and jump
over rewards you for timely efforts.

When Level 1 is ﬁlled up, 2 NEW boards are formed with a NEW row of eight Level 1 positions under each NEW board.

Joe enters the Winners Board, earning USD

New Board 1 - 8 Level 1 Positions

600.

New Board 2 - 8 Level 1 Positions

Step 1: The system looks for qualiﬁed members with

Joe
Harry
Mary

two direct/indirect referrals and places them in order
from top to bottom, left to right following the leader.

Harry

Mary

Sue

Step 2: The system looks for members with one
referral and places them in order from top to bottom,

Sue

left to right following the leader.
Step 3: The system looks for members with no
referrals and places them in the remaining positions.

Tony
Jill

You

Tony

Melissa

You
Tim
Abbey

Helen

Helen
Adam

Tim

Jill

Peter

Linda

Abby

Adam

Linda

Greg

Greg
Dan

Dan

WINNERS BOARD

Trish receives USD

10,000 plus a re-entry into the Winners board to cycle out again, following the same system.
New members entering the board follow their uplines in the Winners Board.

Trish
Harry
Bob

Harry

Ron

Sam
Joe

Kate
Matt

Sam

Kate

Stuart
Wayne

Joe

Bob

Helen
Tom

Wayne

Matt

Paul

Mike

Brett

Tom

Gary

Mike

Members cycling out of Players Board enter the Level 1 from left in the Winners Board.

Gary
Ken

Ken

2.
Leveraged
Proﬁt
Sharing

Your qualiﬁcation in the Revolving Matrix gives you one more reason to smile.
You also qualify to receive the proﬁts from company’s Global Investment Arm.
When you directly sponsor two associates in Upnomix, the company matches
your original entry cost of USD 300 and deposits the amount in its Global
Investment Arm. The GIA is the master arm of company’s worldwide casino
operations and generates proﬁtability for the organisation. The proﬁts are
evenly distributed amongst the company’s shareholders and associates who
contribute to the GIA’s investment growth.

LPS Payouts: Dynamic
You continue to receive Leveraged Proﬁt Sharing
amounts every week until you have received USD 600
via LPS or till the time your account has earned a
combined total of USD 1800 from all commission types,
whichever is earlier.
Leveraged Proﬁt Sharing is disbursed on a weekly basis
every Wednesday and credited to the online wallet of
each qualiﬁed member account.

Qualiﬁcation Criteria: You must directly sponsor at
least two members to qualify to start receiving LPS
payments.

3.
Dual Team
Bonus

Upnomix has combined the revolutionary revolving matrix model with the
popular binary tree system to reward you in both manners. There is no limit
on directly sponsoring new members, which would show up in your direct
genealogy chart to follow you in the Revolving matrix; however, they are all
placed in a two-team network (dual team) to help you earn enormous dual
team bonus.
Each member, when placed in the system gets two placements: one in the
board and another in the dual team structure of the sponsor. Both
genealogy charts work independently of each other.

Once you exit Players board, the
dual team bonus kicks off, and
you start receiving weekly
payouts based on your left and
right leg organisations. The
unmatched volume from the
power leg is carried forward for
matching in the next
commission cycle.

Dual Team Bonus

Do The Math
Dual Team Bonus or DTB
is an important element
of the Upnomix
compensation plan as it
ensures regular income
and helps leverage your
team’s efforts and earn
income on the entire
team sales.

LEFT

YOU

RIGHT

Dual
Team
Repeat

This process

Start earning bonuses with only
two people enrolled – one on each
side.

The Left & The Right
Repeat

This process

Replicate the Structure to harness

the power of the Dual Team

The Power of Two

5% USD Match

A production week is deﬁned as Saturday
to Friday, following the UTC timezone. At
the end of the week, team sales in both
legs are matched, and 5% of the weaker
leg, i.e. the pay leg’s volume is credited as
Dual Team Bonus.
The leftover volume in the stronger leg is
carried forward for matching in the next
commission cycle with an unlimited carry
forward option.

Capping Limit on DTB
DTB is credited on a weekly basis at the end of the production week;
however, a daily capping is applied to the DTB, which is calculated by
our sophisticated systems every day.

Daily Capping
USD 1,000

Weekly Earnings
USD 7,000

Monthly Earnings
USD 30,000

4.
Ranks

There are different ranks one can achieve, starting from a Gold Associate to reaching
the top of the company as a Legend. And the criterion to move up is not only
straightforward but also simple, which is helping more people attain different ranks.
The ﬁrst rank of Gold is achieved with USD 30,000 team revenue in both left & right
leg organisations while the subsequent ranks are achieved when you get two preceding
rank holders in both legs respectively.

Incentive

Rank

Lifestyle Rewards
We have handpicked some of the classy wonders of the world for our distributors as Lifestyle
Rewards or Incentives. And guess what, you achieve these rewards while enjoying building
your team and earning commissions.
Your rank progression helps you bring closer to each incentive as you grow in the business.
And what that means is that you get to achieve all of the awards as you stride through the
different ranks and attain the topmost rank at Upnomix.

Incentives on each rank as you grow through different ranks of our
organisation:

DIAMOND

Apple iPad

BLACK DIAMOND

Europe Trip

PLATINUM

Rolex Watch

DIPLOMAT

Harley Davidson,
Top Model

PRESIDENTIAL

Mercedes Maybach

AMBASSADOR

Lamborghini
Huracan

CROWN
AMBASSADOR

USD 3 Million +
Rolls Royce Ghost

LEGEND

USD 10 Million +
Luxury Mansion

Our Game Plan

Millionaire Mentors
To build the strongest independent workforce in the world by means of
training, education and support right from the basics to advance levels of
entrepreneurship with Upnomix.

Opportunity Missed is Opportunity Lost.
Success is identifying and positioning yourself with companies or industries that are
going to be successful with or without you. And of course, timing is everything.

How if you had positioned yourself with one of these when they
were just ideas or in their infancy?

In Business, Timing is Everything.

UPNOMIX IS THE NEXT

BIG GIANT
And the vehicle to take you where you want to go.

Why you should join Upnomix
●

Stable, debt-free company

●

Solid ﬁnancial backing

●

Universal appeal

●

Opportunity to be a part of the burgeoning casino industry

●

Opportunity to build a global business from home

●

Be a part of the community that travels across the globe

●

Unmatched compensation plan

●

Never before timing opportunity

How do you get started?

Immediately get
back to the person
who referred you to
our website or sent
this presentation to
know about the
sign-up process.

You have two
very simple
choices.

01

02

You can sign up
through our
ofﬁcial website,
which will take
you through four
simple steps. It’s
as simple as that.

Upnomix will soon become a household name.
What % of the global market do you want?

Be a part of the moment.

Never Postpone Your Dream. Again.
Are you ready to be the next Upnomix Success Story?

Dreams are becoming a reality.

believe.achieve
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